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How can a paradoxical understanding better reveal qualities of complexity, risk and struggle
in the lives and work of school leaders than currently favoured models of school leadership?

•
•
•
•
•

the shaping work of policy on local leader identities and practices
possibilities for leader agency and autonomy within current policy regimes
the impact of testing and data comparisons on leaders
the viability and desirability of contemporary models of school leadership
the tension between systemic demands and local needs.

… if the case study does anything it
shows that, like it or not, education
is a highly political activity

… educators have tended not to become
engaged in the political process
… rather than wait and then react,
educators must become involved in shaping
public opinion and policy directions.
(Reid, 2018, pp 85-86)

The paradox of politicised subjectivity
Principals may understand and
feel the oppressive and
subordinating effects of power
exercised from above and outside

However, this power that pushes
down on principals and asks them to
submit to external demands, is,
paradoxically, the power on which
they depend and seek to preserve

Governmentality. The forces acting on principals require and form
particular ‘mentalities’ of government:
expectation that principals
submit to being governed

+

lend a hand to the mode of governing
to which they are subjected

Governmentality

Principals submit to being
governed and feel the
oppressive effects of power
from above and outside

1. As part of being a school leader, do you feel like you ‘submit
to being governed’? If yes, what does this mean in your
practice?
2. In what ways do you ‘feel the oppressive effects of power
from above and outside’?

3. In your life and work as a school leader, what does it mean to
‘embrace conditions of self-government’ and ‘lend a hand to
the mode of governing to which (you) are subjected’?
4. Do you derive your power and influence as a leader from
these arrangements? Are you willing and / or able to act
outside or beyond them?

Principals also embrace
conditions of selfgovernment in order to
lend a hand to the mode
of governing to which
they are subjected

The paradox of system membership
Gains prominence when the principal’s membership of the broader system is brought into
conflict with local commitments and loyalties
Appeals from the centre urge
principals to see their work in a
system-wide context and embrace
claims about their democratic and
consultative systemic involvement

Paradoxically, appeals to principals to
be ‘systems players’ may work against
the interest of their school (within the
system) and expose the system as
more often directive and hierarchical
than democratic or consultative

I suppose we can't get away from the fact that we are a public school and we are part of a
big system, and that system has its structures and has its expectations of its schools and
of its school leaders
(Principal Research Participant)

Making the case
for paradox as a
theoretical and
conceptual tool

Simultaneity

Paradox
para (beyond) / doxon (opinion)
Contradictory yet interrelated elements that exist simultaneously and
persist over time (Smith & Lewis 2011, p. 382)

Contradiction

Interdependence

Persistence

Ability to challenge common opinions, to rankle to unsettle (Platt 2016, p. 4)

A paradox lens… analyses contradictions, ambiguities and tensions to:
• problematise and make vulnerable dominant
discourses
• reveal discourses that are subjugated, overlooked
or diminished

Not putting a different normative truth up against the
status quo
Rather to
• interrupt and counter prevailing truth
• raise questions about the constitutive politics of
principals
• reveal principal subjectivity as a site of political struggle

METAPHORS OF
‘LEADERSHIP’
AND ‘TRUTH’

Seeing paradoxes in
your lives and work
as school leaders

1. Using your picture, devise a metaphor for something that you can claim as currently
‘true’ about your leadership. Share your metaphor with the group.
2. Working in pairs, share and discuss other ‘truths’ that:
(i) oppose your ‘truth’ assertion (i.e. contradiction)
(ii) exist at the same time as your assertion (i.e. simultaneity)
(iii) are reliant on - and important to - your assertion (i.e. interdependence)
(iv) have existed for a long period of time (i.e. persistence)

3. Share metaphors around your table. Is the group able to recognise (and formulate)
at least one example of a paradoxical tension to share with the bigger group?

The paradox of gender identity
The narrow and prescriptive characteristics of managerial trends enforce particular
understandings of how leaders look and who they should be (Sinclair 2011, p. 511)
The school leadership workforce
(including principals) is often
championed for the diversity of its
membership, especially in terms of
gender representation

Paradoxically, in the current policy
environment leaders are encouraged
to follow heroic and masculinist models
for constructing their identities and
performing their work

A paradox lens suggests the need for leaders to think critically about
the way they are drawn to preferred identities and the work they do on
themselves to secure their authority

The leader / follower paradox
Abundant images of heroic and visionary individuals feed favoured
constructions of leader identities ➔this brings the leader/follower
dichotomy into sharper relief ➔ and overlooks the power and
importance of ‘followership’ in the identity work of leaders
Principals become attached to
leadership identities that are
individualistic, autonomous and
heroic

Paradoxically, principals are
dependent on the perceptions,
‘projections and fantasies’ (Sinclair,
2011, p. 510) of followers to endow
an identity as leader upon them

The importance of this leader/follower paradox lies in its explanatory and interpretive
functions related to power

Provocation 1: The leader as a subject of the system

Provocation 2: Shared leadership, empowerment and control

Provocation 3: Gender and the cultural status quo
Provocation 4: Creative enactment of policy

Provocation 5: Performing the plan

Provocation 1: The leader as a subject of the system
The school leader performs a role and ‘presents themselves as other than
their real selves’ (Gill and Arnold 2015: 13) in order to comply with
homogenised and pressing centralised policy directives. As a result personal
leadership efficacy, thoughtful resistance or unorthodox solutions to local
problems are ignored or marginalised.

Provocation 2: Shared leadership, empowerment and control
Leaders freely acknowledge the importance of their school leadership team and
the value that they place on the ‘empowerment’ of others through structures
that delegate and share leadership responsibility. While sold as being
emancipatory, this empowerment is, in fact, more likely to be a control
mechanism that strengthens the power of leaders by inviting ‘followers’ to form
a deeper connection with them and their vision.

Provocation 3: Gender and the cultural status quo
Metaphors describing the principal as ‘captain of the ship’ and as ‘company CEO’
reinforce masculine assumptions about the good leader as they are ‘premised around
strong and entrepreneurial models of leadership more closely associated with
masculinity than femininity’ (Blackmore 2005, p. 184). The effect of this demand for
particular leadership identities is to narrow the field of possibilities and to force
leaders, both women and men, to become agents for the cultural status quo.

Provocation 4: Creative enactment of policy
While leaders know their systemic and legislative responsibilities for implementing
centrally developed policy, many also understand the need to adapt, diminish and
even ignore central directives so that policy better meets the needs of their school.
Between policy-making and policy implementation there is a space of ‘creative
enactment’ (Webb, 2014, p. 366) where leaders can fashion opportunities for reinterpreting, challenging and changing policy. However, leaders are increasingly
drawn to compliance with central policy directives rather than to the risks and
rewards of creative enactment.

Provocation 5: Performing the plan
School leaders are concerned to create an impressive, ambitious and selfcontained planning document that is suitably compliant, glossily finished and
publicly accessible. However, they are less interested in the long-term
realisation of its documented aspirations. Paradoxically, in performing a largely
symbolic function, the actual content of the strategic plan – with its goals,
targets and actions – may be more easily put aside, lost in a profusion of other
priorities, rendered as outdated or mocked by teachers as irrelevant in their
daily working lives.

What learning might we extract from paradox?

e.g. what possibilities does
a paradox lens present for:
• Leadership language and
concepts
• Sense-making and
understanding
• Critique and challenge of
the status quo
• The political work of
school leaders
• Others?

A paradox lens can …
- illuminate the struggle for
the soul of the principal
- prompt a stepping back
so that principals can
consider their subjectivity
(and authority) in a freer
space

- support principals to
dwell on the ethical
project of speaking back
to power …

It creates more active and productive
engagement of principals in
contradictions, tensions and conflicts …
… and prompts development of a form of
agonistic thought and practice that asks
questions of authoritative truths…
… and which plumbs principal practice in
order to reveal forms of ‘agency’ that:
• work beyond and against dominant
representations
• open the way for a different narrative
about school leadership

The official policy curriculum
the Logics or Rationalities of policy

Choice / Competition / Marketisation
Excellence / High Achievement
Entrepreneurialism / Enterprise
Managerialism / Autonomy

Narrowed purposes of schooling

the Technologies of policy implementation

Standardisation of planning and practice
Focus on data and results
Performativity & Accountability (e.g Compliance, acquiescence, resistance)

The informal policy
curriculum
What happens aside from the official
policy curriculum

School-based policy
School and community initiatives

Local and regional alliances
Local wisdom and ‘funds of knowledge’
Local ambivalence / variance / political action

The negotiated
policy curriculum
‘central input and local inflections’ (Clarke et al., 2015, p. 15)

